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MR. GARRO JONES AT BEDFORD

Extracts from a speech by Mr. G. Garro Jones, M.P., Parliamentary
Secretary of the Ministry of Production, at a meeting at Bedford
of management and workers convened by the Bedford District production

Committee. of the. Eastern Regional Board, Wednesday, 22nd September, 1943.

Before the war output perworker in Germany Was slightly higher than in this

.-This.Was markedly so in the capital goods industries, where German

output per 'worker in 1936 on a recent estimate was some 11 to 17 per cent ahead of

,ours. In the consumption goods industries were were ahead of them by some' 12 to 15

per cent per worker* Over all, however, the German output, per worker was probably

slightly higher, than in this country, although in the year or so just before: the

wan we -were Overtaking them*

You will remember that- durirfg this, period, although, we did not-recognise it,

the German Dictator and people were preparing.-for certain war as a fixed policy. In

this country -we were hoping against hope, 'and eyen against the facts, that war 'would

not come, to our shores and therefore our preparations lacked both the 'drive and the .

single-purpose planning which enabled Germany in the first-,-year of war to'"leap forward'

in the road to world conquest. .. How different, the position.is' today,l • '.That great ,j‘

deeds democracy has doneI To begin 'with, I can tell you that in. aircraft production •
alone 'this country is now producing not only more .than Germany, but more than Germany

•plus all the occupied countries in Europe plus the production' of Italy before the

armistice, It isno small achievement for a country-'of 46 million- persons, which

started rearmament ’ .so much behind, to have outproduced a country-which, began the,war

Ith a population of 80 -million -persons and now in -addition has the services of some

10 million, foreign workers Mr om the Occupied Countries., - to- say nothing .of the'

Italian contribution, A •

' How has all this been'brought' about?' It is not- only due to the increased.-,

mobilisation That would be quite a false measuring stick. There' are •
millions of workers mobilised in the forces, Ne must make the test by the increase in

productivity per worker. During the last four years that increase is not less than

20
per cent. In other words, one hundred thousand men or women are now doing work

that used to .require one hundred and twenty thousand workers, have no precise

knowledge of the extent to -which German efficiency has' also increased, but we may be *

fairly sure that their increased productivity has been substantially less, if indeed

it has increased at all.

As you know, there is. coming ever our war production a change. Owing to the

large supplies of certain kinds of equipment which wo have built up for the Army, we

are beginning to lesson production for some munitions in that class and demanding more

and mere equipment for the strengthening of our air and naval power. The fact that

you may see, here and there, a discontinuance' in production, does not mean that the

total requirements are less, We aim at still higher overall targets of production*

Since the.number of hew people who- tan be brought in is necessarily very limited,

wo must aim- above all at increasing dur industrial efficiency, ,;e must be ready

promptly to change over from one weapon to a better one. That is an interminable

■process while the war lasts. One weapon produce aan answer from the enemy, swiftly

it must bo followed by our own rejoinder. That cannot always be done without

dislocation. It is not humanly possible in; such.complex affairs'always perfectly

to synchronise changing designs, raw materials, labour, machine tools and factory

space. Nevertheless, elasticity and efficiency in production means enormous advantages

. for cur soldiers, airmen and sailors. It gives' them the best weapons when they meet

the enemy, lam sure you will not disappoint them.
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You know well enough that efficiency in production can not only bring victories,
but victories at less cost in the lives of your fighting comrades. rJe expect the

soldier on the battle'field, the airman in the skies by day and by night and the.

sailors,in their ever present peril to show courage where it is demanded of the;

patience- in difficulties; and skill, endurance and faithfulness even unto death.

That is, the demand that democracy makes upon the men of its armed forces, and we know

how they respond. '.Ve must not lean more heavily upon them, than is necessary. Their

Sacrifices will be enough even if we all do cur part. The war is not only a war between

armed forces
a

It is a war between the vaunted industrial system of our enemies, and

our own; between slave workers and free citizens.

It is no mere figure of speech when I tell you that everyone of us here present
has his opposite number .somewhere in the German machine. Each one of us has an

invisible enemy working at a similar job across the narrow seas, and the balance and

margin by which we do what lies to our hand better than that enemy is our nett

contribution to victory and peace.

,

'I would like the workers of this country to understand more clearly what is

involved in each part of our widely dispersed war effort. Let me take as an example
what is involved in a 1,000 bomber raid. It requires on an average about 100 thousand

man hours to produce one heavy "bomber. The total productive man hours required there

therefore for one 1,000 bomber raid is no less than 100 million, and even this takes

no account of the man hours worked by the crews which fly the bombers, and the ground

staffs and others- who prepare and maintain the bombers, or the petrol to he,brought from

the ends of the earth," A bomber uses petrol as fast as 200 cars of 10 h.p, all

running at the same time.

Let us never forget that each 1,000 "bomber raid usually involves the loss of

something like 50 of cur precious "bombers* Yet a reasonable increase in the efficiency

of all engaged on production of aircraft and their innumerable accessories is by no

means beyond attainment*

Good temper is a munition of war. Guard it well. Remember that it is in- human

nature to see the faults of somebody else more easily than your own, especially now

in the fifth year of the struggle.

.Next Sunday you will celebrate the Battle of Britain, Take from that celebration

your share ,of pride and thankfulness, lhat a change from three years ago Germany,

convinced it was only a matter of time, and not long at that, felt they could afford

to turn-aside for a few weeks to enjoy the triumph of Paris and then deal with Britain,

Our production had only just begup, go get going* At that moment the future, of

civilisation hung as never before■or since on slender threads.

Three things saved us in the following weeks; a few hundred fighter pilots -

the best in the world; a few hundred fighter aircraft - the best in the world; a few

thousand, ground observers, operating radio and other technical equipment■which enabled

Fighter Command to see the skies above and around Britain complete at ‘one glance
Then the , onslaught began, and soon the greatest battle in the-history of the world had

been won By that victory God gave Britain a short- respite, and a short respite wqs (
enough for Britain, If that battle had been Test all'was lost. The' U.S.A. was

unready e Russia was only half ready. And so when you offer thanks next Sunday, do

sc with a full heart. Since those days, though heavy, have been the burdens and

grievous the sacrifices, never before or since has civilisation been suspended above

the abyss by one single thread, '

MINISTRY OF PRODUCTION
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